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teknion embraces change and its innate possibilities. our 

culture is one of innovation. in that spirit, we have stepped 

forward to integrate sustainable principles and practices into 

the design, manufacturing and marketing of our products

teknion products perform independently and in concert 

combining in  v irtually  unlimited configurations .  our 

philosophy embraces design as one of the best tools we have 

for realizing the benefits of business, while also striving 

to reach sustainable goals. 

we have learned from design that changing a single detail 

alters  the  whole .  every  inch makes  a  difference .  every 

leap is  the sum of many small steps . 

teknion creates furniture that connects people, technology 

and spaces; integrated design with new possibilities for a 

healthy, productive world tomorrow and the day after

. 
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U P H O L S T E R Y : 
Leather, Black
F R A M E : 
Chrome

back 
height 
from 
seat
16.25"

back width
75"

width between arms
29.50"

overall 
height
17" Bench 
27" Bench
with Bolster

overall depth
30"  

overall width
75"  

seat 
height 
from 
floor
16.50"

Aegis
angle between 
seat and back
107°

Aegis™ alludes to the rational forms 

of mid-century modernism. Designed 

by Michael Vanderbyl, the Aegis 

collection is ideal for application in 

the private office, reception areas 

or public lobbies. 

It is available in four configurations: as a 

lounge chair with or without an attached 

side table and as a bench with or without 

bolster. The optional side table is uphol-

stered with a leather top.  

M O D E L S  S H O W N :  

Aegis chair / Chair with 
side table / Bench / Bench 
with bolster. 

seat 
height 
from 
floor
16.50"

overall 
height
31"

overall depth
31"

overall width
37"

angle between 
seat and back
104°


